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Abstract This paper proposes two criteria to assess and com-
pare the quality of (integrated) scenarios, namely scenario
traceability and scenario consistency. From a futures research
perspective, both are identified as being central challenges to
scenario quality. Traceability is a recognized standard of sce-
nario communication but difficult to achieve in practice.
Consistency, simultaneously a construction principle and a
constitutive element of scenarios, is not easy to accomplish
either. Integrated scenario methodologies, i.e., those ap-
proaches combining, e.g., ‘story and simulation’ (SAS), are
especially challenged by both issues. In this paper, scenario
traceability and scenario consistency are more precisely
defined and operationalized to allow for qualitative measure-
ment, assessment and comparisons of different (integrated)
scenario methodologies and their resulting socio-
environmental scenarios. The criteria are applied empirically
to new forms of integrated scenario methodologies. They
serve to analyze two explorative case studies combining the
systematic yet qualitative cross-impact balance analysis (CIB)
with simulation. The criteria allow illuminating whether and
on what dimensions and levels these new forms of integrated
scenario methodologies do (or do not) support scenario con-
sistency and scenario traceability. The empirical analysis
shows that new integrated scenario methodologies combining
CIB with numerical simulation present some new answers to
the traceability and consistency challenges of classical SAS
approaches. The application suggests that the two criteria are
appropriate and useful for assessing scenario quality from an
academic perspective. Still, further research is needed to
understand the relation of traceability and consistency to
additional quality criteria that influence the practical useful-
ness of scenarios from a policy advice-oriented perspective.
Keywords Quality criteria . Traceability . Consistency .
Integrated scenarios . Cross-impact balance analysis .
Simulation
Introduction
This paper deals with the quality of integrated scenarios from
a futures research perspective. How to measure and assess
scenario quality still is a contested question. Although several
proposals and lists of criteria have been circulating for decades
(e.g., [1–3]), these criteria are not consensual, and often are
only weakly defined [4, 5]. In scenario construction and us-
age, actors and methods from various traditions and social
systems—from academia and practice – come together [6].
Different quality criteria meet, and at times come into conflict,
confronting different perspectives [7] as well as –the academic
and practical expectations involved [5]. Currently, compre-
hensive efforts are being undertaken to define general stan-
dards and quality criteria for futures research, as seen for ex-
ample in research by Gerhold and colleagues [8] as well as
Kuusi, Cuhls and Steinmüller [5]. These proposals come from
a rather academic perspective, and focus on futures research
activities in general. They are not specifically tailored to sce-
nario quality, but more generally apply to various forms of
Bfutures maps^ [5] produced by futures research.
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The general question underlying this paper is how to mea-
sure the quality of (integrated) scenarios from a futures
research perspective, i.e., how to assess and to compare the
quality of different forms of methodologies and their resulting
scenarios. This question was one aspect addressed by our
study exploring new forms of integrated scenario methodolo-
gies and their effects (ACCESS).1 Integrated scenario meth-
odologies, i.e., those combining Bstoryline and simulation
(SAS)^ [9, 10] have become state of the art in developing
explorative scenarios of socio-environmental and socio-
technical change [11]. An overview on early empirical appli-
cations is given by Alcamo [9, 10]. Despite having plenty of
appeal, these approaches are also fraught with difficulties [12,
13]. Therefore, new forms are called for [11, 14] and are also
currently being developed in the fields of climate change [15]
and energy research [13, 16–20], for example.
This paper presents the small set of criteria that have
been developed by the ACCESS project, namely scenario
traceability and scenario consistency. It explains why these
two criteria were selected, and how they were defined and
empirically applied to new forms of integrated scenarios.
Our work suggests that the two criteria allow discussion
and assessment of if, how, and on what levels and dimen-
sions new forms of integrated scenario methodologies do
(or do not) support scenario consistency and scenario
traceability when compared to classical ‘story and simula-
tion’ approaches. In sum, they allow the comparison of
scenario quality from an academic perspective. These
criteria do not claim to be exhaustive, but rather indicate
a starting point by focusing on two central quality issues
of integrated scenarios.
Based on the identification of challenges of current
(integrated) scenarios from an academic perspective, particu-
larly concerning their consistency and traceability (section 2),
the quality criteria of scenario traceability and scenario
consistency can be more precisely defined (section 3). For
illustration, this paper reports on their application to two em-
pirical cases. In these cases, new forms of integrated scenario
methodologies are used, combining a qualitative form of sys-
tems analysis (cross-impact balance analysis CIB, developed
by Weimer-Jehle [21]) with simulation in order to construct
socio-environmental scenarios. A few selected findings are
presented (section 4) and centrally, the criteria are discussed
regarding their practical usefulness and in light of the current
debate on quality in futures research (section 5). A conclusion
sums up the work and findings and points to further research
(section 6).
Central quality challenges of integrated scenarios
Integrated scenario methodologies are characterized as being
deeply ‘hybrid’. Mainly issues of traceability and consistency
challenge their academic quality.
Background: The hybrid character of integrated scenarios
The basic idea of SAS [9, 10] is to construct a set of qualitative
storylines covering a range of possible futures, to then trans-
late the driving forces of the storylines into quantitative sets of
input data for the numerical model(s), and to use these sets for
scenario simulation. The approach relies on the principle of
iteration, and recommends revising the storylines after simu-
lation, adapting the input-data sets to the refined storylines and
repeating the simulation.
Scenario approaches of the SAS type are ‘hybrid’ with
regard to several dimensions: First, SAS methodologies (in
the sense of Hinkel [22]) combine methods from very differ-
ent realms and disciplines, ranging from mathematical model-
ing and informatics to the facilitation of creativity workshops.
They include various types of actors ranging from scientists,
researchers, scenario experts, stakeholders and at times even
lay people [6, 7, 23]. And they bring together various forms of
data, i.e., knowledge, information, assessments of and beliefs
on past, present and future developments [24]. Second, at
times these elements introduce diverging paradigms and con-
ceptions of the future into these processes, ranging from ‘pre-
dict and control’ to ‘create the future’—and then provide hy-
brid forms of Bmodes of orientation^ in the sense of Grunwald
[25]. Third, SAS results in hybrid scenarios, comprising qual-
itative (context) descriptions and quantitative model calcula-
tions of system consequences. Finally, integrated scenarios
mostly have multiple different functions, target audiences
and users [26]. Ideally, they are simultaneously intended—
and expected – to serve as policy advice and in decision mak-
ing, as well as to be published and further used in academic
contexts. In particular, their numerical modeling is assessed by
scientific criteria.
In sum, integrated scenarios are boundary objects [7].
Among the variety of scenario approaches, they can be situ-
ated on the ‘academic’ side of futures studies. Their critics
mainly stress their ‘unscientific character’ [10], and new
forms that are being developed mostly aim at improving their
‘scientific’ quality [13, 27]. In the following, two quality chal-
lenges of integrated scenarios are identified, which we consid-
er central from an academic future research perspective.
The traceability challenge
A first key challenge of integrated scenarios is their
traceability.
1 ‘Analyzing Social Context Complexity of Environmental Simulations’
founded by the German Research Foundation (DFG)within the Cluster of
Excellence in Simulation Technology (EXC 310/2).
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A standard for scenario communication
Traceability of scenarios is often discussed in the terms of
‘transparency’, ‘explicitness’, ‘accessibility’, ‘documenta-
tion,’ and also ‘reproducibility’. Even if there is little concep-
tual precision, literature shows that the idea of what we call
traceability is an agreed-upon and fundamental standard in
futures research [6, 24]. With respect to scenarios, traceability
is considered as a substitute for participation during scenario
construction [6]. The central idea is that traceability allows
those actors who have not been included into the production
of scenarios, i.e., the external Brecipient users^ [28] to Bmake
an informed choice, whether and how to use them^ [6]. When
engagement of users is not possible, "[t]he only alternative is
for developers to provide fully detailed and explicit accounts
of scenarios’ underlying reasoning and assumptions^ [6] and
embedded values.
This standard is Bwidely advocated^, but rarely achieved
[6] as it Brequires such a ‘traceable account’ of how each
scenario was produced including areas of weakness, low con-
fidence and disagreement" [6]. This in turn requires honest
disclosure of all Bingredients^ and their Bmixture^, in the
sense of Grunwald [24], behind a scenario process. This
means to disclose expert guesses, tacit knowledge, errors
and detours, i.e., to go beyond text book presentations or ide-
alized design descriptions [22, 29]. Thus, in sum, it is the
traceability of both—of scenario assumptions and of the sce-
nario construction process—that are seen as prerequisites to
enabling external users to assess scenario quality.
Traceability of integrated scenarios
In integrated scenarios, both components, i.e., qualitative
storylines as well as numerical model based scenarios, are
criticized for not being traceable. This threatens the use by,
and the usability of, these scenarios for external users.
Alcamo himself considers one of the key limits and chal-
lenges of SAS to be that qualitative storylines suffer from a
lack of what he calls Breproducibility ,^2 as they are based on
Bassumptions and mental models of storyline writers [that]
remain unstated^ [10]. As these assumptions are not transpar-
ent and not explicitly documented, the storylines are difficult
or impossible to access, to criticize and to reproduce. In con-
sequence, storylines are perceived as being not scientific.3
However, numerical models, and the scenarios based on
these, have issues pertaining to transparency, explicitness
and accessibility, too. Parson [6] and Grunwald [24] warn
that especially model and simulation based scenario stud-
ies do suggest scientific quality, but are very difficult to
use by external users—as these users do not easily under-
stand what is behind the results. Grunwald [24] criticizes,
with reference to model based energy scenarios, that the
underlying models often are not public. Van der Sluijs
[30] found that even publically accessible numerical
models are based on hundreds of implicit (internal) as-
sumptions and modeling, as well as simulation decisions
that are often only partially documented or inaccessible for
externals.4 Thus, even those numerical simulation model-
ing results that are traceable in theory often are not so in
practice, at least not to externals and to those who are not
modeling experts.
The critiques of both components of integrated scenar-
ios, taken individually, can be summed up in accusations
from the one side of being ‘unscientif ic ’ and
‘nontransparent’ vs. accusations from the other side of
being ‘black-boxed’ and ‘technocratic.’ There is little in-
formation in literature on what happens to traceability
when both components come together. As one exception,
Kemp-Benedict [31] hopes that integrated approaches will
foster traceability. He argues that mathematical modeling
forces the narrative to clarify the definitions of its ele-
ments and of the interactions between these elements,
which leads to more rigor and transparency. On the con-
trary, it also seems plausible to assume that integrated
scenarios do combine the difficulties of both components,
and in addition, might add new complexities and ‘mud-
dling’ to the scenario construction process in form of fur-
ther (not explicit) assumptions.
The promise of consistency
The second quality challenge of integrated scenarios is their
consistency.
A principle of scenario construction
Consistency of scenarios is also discussed in terms of
‘coherence’, ‘plausibility’, ‘logics’, ‘realism’, or ‘com-
patibility’ [4]. Scenario literature shows that consistency
has several functions. It is considered a constitutive el-
ement of scenarios, i.e., an integral part of the definition
what a scenario is (e.g., [32] 5 and others). At the same
2 This is a term from a rather positivistic perspective, not necessarily
adequate in the realms of scenario studies or post-normal science in
general.
3 Alcamo proposes to use visualizing techniques as causal loop diagrams
or cognitive maps that depict system elements and, most important, the
relations between these elements. He states, BNew developments are
needed for constructing these diagrams that take into account the com-
plexity of the system behind the storylines.^ [10].
4 In particular models, which have existed for a longer time tend to cover
a lot of old implicit assumptions and decisions that nobody has full access
to anymore.
5 A scenario is: B[…]a consistent and plausible picture of a possible future
reality that informs the main issues of a policy debateB.
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time, it is a fundamental principle of scenarios construc-
tion and selection.6
In my view, consistency is understood as a safeguard
against arbitrariness of scenarios. It is a substitute for empiri-
cal validation, which is not possible and not appropriate with
respect to scenarios because their object is not accessible in the
present and because they do not claim to be or to become true.
As a scenario construction principle, consistency is a heuristic
that forces the scenario builder to reflect how ‘bits and pieces’
are brought together to form scenarios [4]. Consistency is
considered a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a sce-
nario to be plausible [3]. Plausibility in turn is linked to ‘pos-
sibility’ and ‘credibility’ of scenarios [33].
Beyond this apparent consensus, different consistency con-
cepts, criteria and measures of consistency coexist. Van Asselt
and colleagues [29] have shown that different understandings
of consistency are circulating: Consistency means being in
line with historical trends and developments when the
Bhistoric deterministic temporal repertoire^ is used; or it refers
to the internal consistency of scenarios, when the Bfuturist
difference temporal repertoire^ is taken over. In different sce-
nario ‘schools’, diverse consistency concepts are applied:
Mathematical models can be considered ‘objectively’ inter-
nally consistent by definition of their mathematical (causal)
logics.7 Storylines, however, rely on holistic consistency ‘fil-
ters’ as intuitive gut feelings, i.e., subjective consistency def-
initions [34]. More systematic, qualitative scenario ap-
proaches use the consistency principle to future variants with
each other to form comprehensive pictures and to select sce-
nario samples (e.g., the so-called consistency analysis, CA
[35]). To this aim, different formal consistency algorithms
and consistency scales have been developed. 8 The different
consistency measures do apply different consistency criteria:
CA is using the criterion of co-incidence or co-existence of
factor developments. In contrast, CIB is using qualitative
causal information considering the direction of influences be-
tween developments [36].
Currently, the consistency principle is criticized as not be-
ing adequate for the representation of scenarios of complex
adaptive systems, reasoning with the argumentations from
transition research that inconsistencies point at dynamics and
change.9 This debate shifts the focus of attention towards
(slightly, but not completely) inconsistent scenarios.
Consistency of integrated scenarios
Generally, the SAS approach suggests that modeling and sim-
ulation are used to identify inconsistencies in the storylines [9,
10]: B[SAS] can incorporate state of the art computer models
for generation of numerical information about environmental
changes and their driving forces and […] checking consisten-
cy of qualitative scenarios.^ This ‘promise of consistency’ is
taken over in literature by many, seemingly unquestioned and
in most cases without further explication of how this works
out (cf. e.g., [3, 31, 37–39]).
However, overall, the SAS literature is not very precise
with regard to what exactly is meant by consistency and
how concretely this Bconsistency check^ [10] can be carried
out successfully: First, in descriptions of the SAS approach,
different levels of consistency are mentioned, without explic-
itly reflecting that these are different levels. For instance, in a
text on the methodology of the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment [39], the authors make allusions to what we iden-
tify as at least four different levels of consistency, namely:
consistency with current knowledge,10 internal consistency
of storylines or of assumptions,11 consistency between numer-
ical models and storylines12 and finally, consistency between
(input and output data of) different numerical models.13
Second, scenario literature gives conceptual and empirical
hints that this promise of consistency is difficult to keep.
The consistency check of SAS is limited to those parts of
the storylines that are covered by the numerical systems mod-
el, too [40, 41]. Kemp-Benedict adds that texts on SAS
Bprovide little or no guidance to those responsible for the
narratives beyond a dialogue with the model output^ [41].
Furthermore, there are empirical hints that this promise of
consistency is difficult to fulfill in practice. For instance,
Volkery et al. [23] report from their PRELUDE project that
problems of consistency occurred on two levels: With regard
to consistency between different storylines14 and Bproblems
of ensuring overall consistency between qualitative [storyline]
assumptions and [corresponding] quantitative [model] input^
[23].15 Further empirical hints are provided by Schweizer and
6 Cf. e.g., URL: http://forlearn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/guide/3_scoping/meth_
scenario.htm.
7 Nevertheless, in modeling, not all problems have pure analytical solu-
tions but especially simulation is often based on numerical approxima-
tion, too.
8 An overview on different consistency scales (and different underlying
consistency understandings) is presented in Tourki, Keisler and Linkov
[4].
9 A summary of this critique can be found in O’Mahony [16].
10 BBy BconsistencyBwe mean that the storylines do not contain elements
that are contradictory to current knowledge.B
11 BBoth scenario types can be combined to develop internally consistent
storylines assessed through quantification […].^ BThe development of
scenario storylines facilitates internal consistency of different
assumptions.^
12 BDuring scenario development, several interactions were organized
between storyline development and the modeling exercise in order to
increase the consistency of the two approaches.^
13 BThese data were then used as input to the IMAGE land cover model
that computed on a global grid the changes in agricultural land that are
consistent with the agricultural production computed in IMPACT.^
14 As Bassumptions […] appeared not to be consistent across the
scenarios.^
15 This finding remains vague as the authors do not specify how they
defined and measured (in)consistency.
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Kriegler [40]: Through an ex-post reconstruction of the
storylines published by the IPCC within the so-called
SRES16 [42], they analyzed the storylines regarding their as-
sumptions on interrelations between scenario factors.17 They
found out that the storylines vary widely in their internal con-
sistency; and that several further fully internally consistent
scenarios were absent from the sample. These empirical find-
ings indicate that the consistency check promised by SAS is
not automatic.
Overall, qualitative storylines are perceived as being prob-
lematic in terms of consistency. Therefore, an array of consis-
tency methods and scales has been developed. With regard to
integrated scenarios, it remains unclear under what conditions
the ‘promise of consistency’ can be effectively fulfilled in
practice—and for what levels and understandings of
consistency.
Scenario traceability and scenario consistency –
working definitions
For qualitatively measuring, assessing and comparing differ-
ent (integrated) scenario methodologies and their resulting
scenarios, scenario traceability and scenario consistency need
to be more precisely defined and operationalized. This paper
proposes the following working definitions.18
Scenario traceability
Based on a transdisciplinary and common sense based under-
standing, a process is traceable, means one can follow, what has
been done and how a process came to its results. Traceability
refers to tracing or to tracking results back to their production
process, but also resonates with understanding and
comprehending reasons and justifications underlying this process.
Scenario traceability more specifically refers to the process
of scenario construction, namely to the ingredients that are
used and the process of relating them to each other [24], as
well as to the further processing and presenting of them. The
ingredients comprise, following Grunwald [24], heteroge-
neous elements of knowledge, expectations, fears and hopes.
These can be summarized rather generally under the term of
assumptions on future developments or scenario assumptions.
The term assumption explicitly refers to the understanding
that these are present statements (in the sense of Grunwald
[24]) on scenario uncertainty (in the sense of Walker and
colleagues [43]). We distinguish two types of scenario as-
sumptions, namely assumptions on future developments and
assumptions on systemic characteristics linking these.
The relating, processing and serving of the ingredients then
refers to the procedures of scenario construction, often struc-
tured by specific scenario methods providing specific rules to
do so. This centrally comprises two dimensions: On the one
hand, the composition of individual scenarios, i.e., the combi-
nation of individual scenario assumptions into an overall bun-
dle. On the other hand, the definition and selection of a sce-
nario sample, i.e., the selection of distinct alternative scenarios
for the same scenario field and future space.
Furthermore, scenario traceability is understood as a sub-
jective category depending on the access to information about
‘ingredients’ and their ‘mixing’ (e.g., by internals vs. exter-
nals). In addition, perceived traceability might also be influ-
enced by the method expertise and the individual background
knowledge of a scenario’s user, as well as the effort (s)he
invests into tracing a scenario construction process.
Particularly in combined scenario processes, scenario trace-
ability is assumed to be an issue for internal users too: In
integrated scenario processes, scenario-groups, modelers and
scenario-experts are, depending on the design of actor inclu-
sion, internals to some of the scenario construction activi-
ties—but external to others. Therefore, this definition distin-
guishes between internal scenario traceability, i.e., traceability
for internal actors of the entire process,19 and external scenar-
io traceability, i.e., traceability for completely external actors,
i.e., actors that have not participated during any of the scenario
construction activities.20 Furthermore, it distinguishes be-
tween the perceptions of users that are (method) experts
(e.g., modeling experts, scenario experts) and those that are
rather lay persons with respect to the methods used. In this
sense, an internal qualitative scenario expert might be a lay
person with respect to the numerical model, for example.
Overall, tracing scenario construction means an (internal or
external, expert or lay) user of the scenarios can trace the
following four dimensions:
1) Assumptions on future developments: What alternatives
have been included as possible and relevant future
developments?21
2) Assumptions on interrelations between future
developments. What ‘logics’ or ‘overall system
16 Special Report on Emission Scenarios.
17 They did so with the help of the systematic CIB analysis. They ana-
lyzed to what extent the SRES sample would have looked different, if this
method (instead of intuitive logics that had been used for this exercise)
would have been used.
18 Earlier versions of these were ‘pre-tested’ by comparing (ideal type)
scenario approaches regarding their ‘performance’ [cf. Kosow 2014]. The
working definitions presented in this paper have been further refined and
adapted.
19 Which might be a precondition of internal ‘scenario legitimacy’.
20 Which in parallel might be a precondition for external ‘scenario
legitimacy’.
21 One a deeper level, one does not only access these assumptions, but
one also has access to the reasons for these assumptions, that again are
based on assumptions. As eternal regress is possible, we chose to start
with the first level—and to keep inmind that deeper levels are underlying.
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representation’ lay behind the scenarios, and what has
been assumed on interrelations between future
developments?
3) Individual scenario composition: How have individual
scenarios been composed and how was their composition
decided about and why do they look how they look like—
and why do they not look differently?
4) Scenario sampling: Why has this scenario sample been
chosen and why not a smaller, bigger or different one,
focusing on other scenario features (e.g., extreme scenar-
ios). In sum, why have these n=x scenarios and not, e.g.,
n=y+2 scenarios been chosen?
Scenario consistency
Based on a transdisciplinary understanding, consistency
means that something makes sense and is coherent in itself.
This understanding fits the general definition that something is
consistent if it does not show inconsistencies, i.e., does not
contain contradictions.
First, scenario consistency more specifically refers to sce-
narios as products such as scenarios texts, films, tables and
graphics. A scenario product can be assessed as consistent or
not, but not the scenario process leading to it. Nevertheless, it
is the scenario construction process that contains the reasons
for (in-)consistencies.
Second, scenario consistency is understood as a relational
category, meaning something is (in-)consistent with some-
thing else: (A) and (B) are (in-)consistent, with A and B re-
spectively both being scenarios, scenario elements, or under-
lying (numerical, conceptual, mental etc.) models.
Third, scenario consistency depends on the consistency
criterion applied, i.e., A and B are (in-)consistent with respect
to a specific definition of consistency (x). Regarding scenario
consistency, these criteria can be either intuitive (holistic) or
systematic (analytic and formal). A scenario can be intuitively
matching one’s ideas and its intuitive consistency can be
judged by subjective assessment. On the contrary, a
systematic-analytic consistency concept follows formal rules
that allow for objectively decomposing and recomposing its
logics; examples are coincidence and causality. We assume
that different consistency criteria can conflict. A scenario pair
consistent in the sense of the CA is not necessarily consistent
in the sense of CIB – and it is an open question whether a
scenario pair consistent with regard to a formal criterion is also
intuitively perceived as a consistent one by (internal or exter-
nal) users. In sum: ‘(A) and (B) are (in-)consistent under cri-
terion (x)’, with A and B being scenario (elements) or numer-
ical, conceptual or mental models.
We propose to distinguish four levels of scenario
consistency:
1) Internal consistency refers to the question whether an
individual scenario is consistent within itself. Or, to turn
it into a ‘relational’ formulation, whether the assumed
development of each scenario element is consistent with
the assumed developments of all other scenario elements.
2) Consistency within a scenario sample (or scenario set)
refers to the question whether all scenarios of one sample
are consistent with one another.22
3) Consistency between different forms of one scenario, e.g.,
between a narrative and a numerical form of a scenario,
refers to the translation of scenarios into different forms as
it occurs in integrated scenario approaches. The question
at this level of consistency is: Are the, e.g., numerical
scenarios consistent with their corresponding narrative
scenarios? Regarding consistency between numerical
and qualitative scenarios, we propose to distinguished
two steps:
a) Is the ‘first half’ of numerical scenarios, i.e., the quan-
titative input data sets, consistent with the correspond-
ing sample of qualitative storylines?
b) If yes, are the ‘second half’ of numerical scenarios,
i.e., the model calculated indicators (output) also con-
sistent with the corresponding qualitative storylines?
4) Consistency of underlying models refers to the system
representations underlying the different (numerical, nar-
rative etc.) forms of a scenario sample, comprising system
boundaries, system elements, internal and external rela-
tions. The question is whether the (e.g., qualitative) sys-
tem representation underlying one (narrative) scenario is
consistent with the (e.g., numerical) system representa-
tion underlying the corresponding (numerical) scenario?
In principle, this level of consistency refers to all think-
able different types of models, i.e., mental models of dif-
ferent actors or actor groups as well as conceptual and
numerical models that can be compared among one
group or with each other.23
Consistency on different levels can, but does not need to,
interrelate. On each level, different consistency criteria can be
applied. Note that on all four levels, scenario builders may
have very good reasons not to strive for consistency, but in-
stead to explicitly focus on – or to live with—inconsistencies.
22 This level refers to two aspects: 1) to the scope, scale and granularity of
different scenarios of one sample, i.e., by asking if all scenarios of one
sample represent alternatives of one and the same future space?; 2) to
assumptions on interrelations, i.e., by asking if assumptions on interrela-
tions between scenario elements made in different alternative scenarios
are consistent, i.e., do scenarios assume the same (e.g., linear or disrup-
tive) development and the same fostering or hindering interrelation
between two scenario elements?
23 To be compared with regard to their consistency, these system repre-
sentations need to be accessible. This points at the linkages between
scenario traceability and consistency.
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Empirical application and selected findings
To illustrate how these criteria can be applied, we report about
their use in two case studies [44] and present selected findings.
Application in two empirical case studies
These case studies explored new forms of integrated scenario
methodologies. They combine cross-impact balance analysis
(CIB) [21] with simulation to construct socio-environmental
scenarios.
CIB is a systematic yet qualitative form of systems analysis. It
starts by building an impact network on future (societal) devel-
opments, i.e., a form of conceptual model. This impact network
is based on expert judgments on the direction and strength of
influences between alternative developments of system ele-
ments. System elements and their alternative developments are
considered in their double role as influencing factors and as
factors receiving influence. Impacts are assessed pairwise by
using a semi-formalized scale (from strongly hindering to strong-
ly promoting impacts). These assessments are underpinned with
textual justifications. Assumptions are stored in amatrix, making
the mental model(s) of those using the method explicit. The
methodical core of CIB is a specific form of balance analysis.
It allows for the identification of internally consistent network
configurations, i.e., scenarios. The balance analysis is based on
the information on the impact relations between the alternative
developments of system elements. In CIB, those scenarios are
defined as internally consistent, meaning that they are in accor-
dance with the impact arguments of the impact network. This
function of CIB can be used to support the construction and
selection of qualitative scenarios. Overall, CIB has a medium
degree of formalization. For instance, for single scenarios, the
balance analysis can easily be donewith pen and paper [21]. CIB
has been applied as a qualitative scenario technique and stand-
alone method in various fields ranging from the future of energy
and sustainability to health and innovation issues.24
Using CIB in combination with simulation has been la-
beled ‘CIB and simulation’ [12] or ‘context scenarios’ [13,
20]. Due to the specific characteristics of CIB, this new ap-
proach is expected to enhance integrated scenario methodol-
ogies, especially with regard to traceability and consistency.
The first case combining CIB with simulation (‘UBA’) was
a demonstrator application of the use of CIB to construct
framework data sets for a group of environmental models
BGermany 2030^.25 The second case (‘Lima Water’) was a
full pioneer application of CIB in combination with a numer-
ical water system simulator, resulting in integrated
(qualitative-quantitative) scenarios on BLima’s water
management futures 2040^. 26 To reflect both cases, empirical
evidence was collected by using three sources, namely partic-
ipant observation, semi-structured interviews with process-
participants, as well as process documents [44].
To measure the traceability—which had been understood
as a subjective category—we centrally relied on semi-
structured interviews with internal and external actors of the
scenario construction processes. In both cases, all central in-
ternal actors were interviewed, i.e., modelers, CIB scenario-
experts and members of the scenario-groups as well as select-
ed external stakeholders. Overall, n=32 interviews were con-
ducted. Interview records were transcribed, coded [45] and
analyzed through qualitative data analysis [46].
To assess the consistency of the resulting scenarios, we cen-
trally relied on process documents, i.e., the interim and final
versions of the different scenario forms (raw CIB scenarios;
storylines; input data sets; simulation outputs as well as inte-
grated, i.e., qualitative-quantitative, scenarios). Each form of
scenarios was analyzed over time and the different forms of
scenarios were compared regarding their structure and content.
This was supported through qualitative content analysis [47].
In addition, evidence from interviews and process docu-
ments was triangulated through findings from participant ob-
servation. These were used to identify possible explications
for the development of (in-)consistency and (non) traceability
of scenarios in the course of the integrated processes.
Evidence was first analyzed by case. Each individual case
report was validated by n=2 key informants. Second, a cross-
case analysis was carried out to compare patterns of condi-
tions and factors for traceability and consistency in the two
methodologies (in the sense of Hinkel [22]). In order to sup-
port the interpretation and generalization of findings, an expert
workshop was carried out.
Selected findings
The empirical analysis shows that scenario methodologies
combining CIB with numerical simulation have some new
answers to the traceability and consistency challenges with
which more ‘classical’ SAS approaches are confronted—and
that some challenges remain.27
24 For more information on CIB, please visit www.cross-impact.de,
providing free access to the download of the software, a manual,
method guidelines as well as a comprehensive bibliography.
25 Based on a project for the German Federal Environment institute
(UBA), 2010-2011: URL: http://www.zirn-info.de/projects_e/x_
konsistenterahmendaten.htm
26 Based on a megacity project funded by the Germen FederalMinistry of
Education and Research, 2010-2013 URL: http://www.lima-water.de/
27 The selected findings serve to illustrate the application of the quality
criteria only. A more comprehensive report on approach and results is
currently prepared by the author.
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Tackling the traceability challenge
Table 1 sums up the degree of scenario traceability perceived
in the UBA and the Lima Water case.
Overall, in both cases, across actor groups and across the
different forms of scenarios (i.e., raw CIB scenarios as well as
in the derived narrative, numerical and integrated scenarios),
assumptions on future developments were perceived as highly
traceable. In contrast, but again in both cases, the traceability
of assumed interrelations, of the composition of individual
scenarios and of the sample were perceived as rather low, at
least by non-experts or externals, i.e., actors not directly in-
volved into these activities.
In each of the cases, the degree of traceability has been put
into relation to the methodology in the sense of Hinkel [22],
i.e., the individual constellations of methods, actors and ‘data’
influencing different activities and outcomes. This allowed for
interpretation and qualitative ‘explanation’ of these traceabil-
ity results. The cross-case analysis showed rather similar pat-
terns and factors for (non)traceability effects:
First, using CIB within the combined methodologies of
both cases had fostering effects on scenario traceability, espe-
cially with regard to assumptions on future developments: The
qualitative scenario part is not based on the mental models of
its producers only, but also on the conceptual CIB model
making these explicit [27]. This conceptual model pro-
vides—at least for internals and those with method exper-
tise—access to assumptions on future developments and also
on interrelations between those. In principle, the mathematical
model thus has an (albeit qualitative) ‘model partner’ it can be
explicitly (albeit qualitatively) compared to on the level of
system elements and interrelations. Nevertheless, for exter-
nals, assumptions on interrelations have been covered again
in the derived scenario forms (e.g., storylines, numerical
scenarios).
Second, by using CIB instead of other intuitive approaches
to scenario selection (through intuitive logics or through the
modelers themselves), the task to compose individual
scenarios is taken away from the (intuitive approaches of)
modelers or scenario groups, and instead is handed over to
the CIB analysis and its balance algorithm. Therefore, it is
traceable—at least for those who understand the method. At
the same time, CIB is not unchallenging to understand, wheth-
er for externals or for internals as members of the scenario
group, who in both cases rather achieved a ‘roundabout’ un-
derstanding of the approach. This challenges the traceability
of assumptions on interrelations, as well as the traceability of
the composition of individual scenarios.
Traceability of the scenario sample and of the assumptions
on interrelations is also influenced by (the access to)
documentation. Following Parson [6], this study was based
on the assumption that scenario traceability could be a substi-
tute for participation. Still, there were difficulties in both cases
of realizing traceability, even for those project internals (e.g.,
the modelers) who were in the role of externals with respect to
(parts of) the CIB. Achieving an appropriate substitute seems
very demanding in terms of documentation, method expertise
and explication.
Reversing the promise of consistency
Table 2 gives a rough overview of the degree of scenario
consistency reached in both cases.
The internal scenario consistency as well as consistency
within the sample (both in the sense of the consistency crite-
rion of CIB), are high in both cases. In the Lima Water case,
this holds true for all forms of scenarios, namely raw CIB
scenarios, storylines, numerical input data sets and integrated
scenarios—with the exception of one out of four scenarios.
Still, consistency between content and structure of different
forms of scenarios is assured on the level of appearance on-
ly—as assumptions on systemic interrelations had been cov-
ered again (see above). Furthermore, consistency of underly-
ing models is cautiously estimated as being rather low in the
Lima Water case.
Again, these empirical findings have been interpreted and
qualitatively explained through the individual methodologies
of the cases. A cross-case analysis has shown patterns and
factors for scenario consistency: First, in both methodologies,
contrary to’classical’ SAS, the burden to assure scenario con-
sistency (of qualitative scenarios) is handed over to the CIB.
The promise of consistency is reversed. Our findings suggest
that the internal consistency of the qualitative scenarios is
rather easy to assure, namely by the correct application of
CIB.
Second, if all scenarios of a chosen sample are based on the
same CIB, then consistencywithin this sample is given, too. In
the Lima Water case, the CIB based scenario structure had
been consciously given up for one out of the four scenarios
at the end of the process to assure the scenario groups’ support
of the sample.
Third, as the LimaWater case shows, the consistency of the
raw CIB scenarios can propagate to the narrative storylines
and to the sets of numerical input data, and thus support con-
sistency between different forms of scenarios. This propaga-
tion of internal scenario consistency does not occur automat-
ically, but can be actively supported by the use of data gener-
ated by the CIB,28 as well as by the active work of CIB advo-
cates, meaning actors representing and following the CIB, for
instance during the writing of narrative storylines and during
the translation into numerical scenarios. A shared system
28 The CIB software provides data formats as a scenario table; an impact
matrix also verbally documenting justifications of assumptions on inter-
relations; as well as so called impact diagrams, illustrating the different
(fostering and hindering) impacts on each individual future variant. The
software can be downloaded from www.cross-impact.de.
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understanding of the different actors included in the further
processing of the CIB scenarios (as e.g., modelers, storyline
authors, scenario-group etc.) supports the consistency be-
tween different forms of scenarios. Otherwise, the propagation
of scenario structures and contents is threatened by various
types of distortion and bias (as e.g., the subjective perspective
of storyline authors as well as model needs and simulation
requirements, which possibly do not correspond to the as-
sumptions of the CIB scenarios). In turn, consistency between
different (qualitative and quantitative) forms of scenarios is
not automatic, either and was, in the Lima Water case,
achieved rather on the level of appearance. This means that
input data sets and model outputs were ‘somewhat’ in line
with the general ideas of the CIB scenarios and the derived
storylines.
Fourth, achieving deeper degrees of consistency between
CIB scenarios and numerical scenarios requires not only ex-
plicit and systematic model comparisons, but possibly also the
reciprocal adaptation of the conceptual and numerical models.
Full consistency of underlying models was not achieved in
either case. In the UBA case, conceptual and numerical
models were neither systematically nor explicitly compared
nor adapted; in the LimaWater case, the CIB and the simulator
were compared and adapted only tacitly and selectively.
Overall, our findings suggest that integrated scenario meth-
odologies using CIB offer some new answers to the traceabil-
ity and consistency challenges ‘classical’ SAS approaches are
confronted with—but that some difficulties remain.
Discussion
Usefulness and refinement of the working definitions
Overall, the criteria of scenario traceability and of scenario
consistency as defined in this paper were useful in assessing
new integrated scenario methodologies and their resulting sce-
narios. The criteria allowed for empirical measuring and com-
paring of the degrees of scenario traceability and scenario
consistency that were reached. The pre-defined sub-dimen-
sions allowed for empirical distinguishing between different
dimensions of scenario traceability. They were used to show
on what dimensions traceability effects did or did not occur.
The proposed sub-dimensions of scenario consistency
allowed for precise separation of different levels of scenario
consistency. In particular, it was fruitful to distinguish be-
tween consistency on the level of scenarios and consistency
on the level of underlying models. In sum, the working defi-
nitions provided a small set of precise, distinct and empirically
applicable criteria of scenario quality that are relevant from an
academic perspective. The criteria aim at supporting external
users (or evaluators) in their assessment of the scenario pro-
cesses and scenarios produced by others. At the same time, the
criteria also could be helpful to reflexive scenario developers
to guide them during their own scenario development and
reporting activities.
Still, the empirical application also revealed that some
of the sub-dimensions could be further refined: Regarding
Table 1 Overall degree of scenario traceability in the UBA and LimaWater case (across actors and forms of scenarios) (own assessments on a 6 point
scale: 1 very low, 6 very high)
Cases dimensions UBA Lima water
1)Assumptions on future developments 5= high 5= high
2)Assumptions on inter-relations For externals or non-experts 2= low
For internal method experts: 6= very high
For externals or non-experts 2= low
For internal method experts: 6= very high
3)Composition of indi-vidual scenarios For externals or non-experts 3= rather low
For internal method experts: 6= very high
For externals or non-experts 3= rather low
For internal method experts: 6= very high
4)Scenario sampling 3= rather low, for experts only 1= very low, for internal experts only
Table 2 Overall degree of scenario consistency in the UBA and LimaWater case (across actors and forms of scenarios) (own assessments on a 6 point
scale: 1 not given at all, 6 fully given, consistency criterion of CIB if not indicated otherwise)
Cases dimensions UBA Lima water
1)Internal consistency 6= fully given 5= given across all forms of scenarios except for 1 out of 4 scenarios
2)Consistency within 6= fully given 4= rather given, except for 1 out of 4 scenarios
3)Consistency between different
forms of scenarios
(does not apply) 4= rather apparently given across raw, narrative, numerical (input
side) and integrated scenarios
4)Consistency of underlying models (Neither systematically & explicitly
compared nor adapted)
2= rather not given
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traceability, ‘traceability of assumptions on future develop-
ments’ is a notably broad category which does not suffi-
ciently distinguish between what has been assumed and
why it has been assumed, i.e., what justifications and rea-
sons are given (or not), meaning what are the ‘assump-
tions behind the assumptions’. Furthermore, open ques-
tions remain concerning the issue of what needs to be
traceable to whom. To more specifically analyze these di-
mensions, different types of (internal and especially exter-
nal) users and their traceability needs must be conceptually
and empirically analyzed in more depth than it has been
possible in this study.
Regarding consistency, ‘consistency with current
knowledge’ had been explicitly excluded from the pre-
defined scenario consistency dimensions. This had been
decided to stress the fundamental future openness of
scenarios – and to avoid the bias measuring scenario
quality against their accordance with knowledge on past
and present developments [29]. However, empirically,
this dimension did play a considerable role for scenario
producers and users. Therefore, in further studies, this
aspect might need to be added to the consistency defi-
nition, especially when referring to consistency with
current knowledge on future developments.
Also, to analyze apparent consistency (especially in the
Lima Water case), more detailed categories have been added
to compare verbal and numerical (input related) scenario
forms. We distinguished between the apparent scenario
structure (in contrast to the underlying model structures, i.e.,
reasoning in terms of interrelations) and the scenario content.
Scenario content has been further characterized by the type of
representation (qualitative vs. quantitative shares), the type of
coverage of the translation (fully or partial, split into more
than one indicator) as well as the direction and spread of
variants and time-series.
Furthermore, the application showed that scenario trace-
ability and scenario consistency are not fully independent.
For instance, comparing, assessing and realizing scenario con-
sistency, i.e., of underlying models, requires a certain degree
of traceability of assumptions on interrelations.
Finally, the application revealed that the concepts of
scenario traceability and consistency were analytical
ones. They did not play much of a role for the partic-
ipants of the case studies themselves (as e.g., members
of the scenario groups and externals but also modelers).
This holds true for both concepts and for most of the
interviewees. This points at the question of to what
degree scenario traceability and consistency are relevant
categories to the participants of integrated scenario pro-
cesses; and to what degree scenario quality is intuitively
assessed by these users by other—perhaps more practice
oriented—criteria that have not been considered within
the focus of this study.
In the light of the quality debate in futures research
In parallel to this study, the academic futures research com-
munities have intensified their discussions about quality
criteria and standards. How can one situate the criteria pro-
posed in this paper within the current debate?
Traceability 29 is demanded by Schüll and Gerhold [48] as
a general feature of good academic practice that should be
required in futures research, too. They define measures to
reach traceability very broadly from the precise definition of
the research question, over the different phases of a study, to
the tension between necessary documentation and the need to
focus the documentation on the most relevant issues. Kuuri,
Cuhls and Steinmüller [5] propose a list of six Bexternal va-
lidity criteria^ of Bfutures maps,^ the last two of which are
very close to traceability, namely those asking if many people
and/ or relevant experts understand a ‘futures map.’ The work-
ing definition of scenario traceability developed by this study
is more specific, as it refers specifically to scenario method-
ologies and not to futures studies in general. Nevertheless, we
consider that the three proposals could benefit from each other
by establishing how the ‘validity’ aims required by Kuuri,
Cuhls and Steinmüller could be reached by the traceability
means proposed by Schüll and Gerhold and what relevance
they have on the four dimensions of scenario traceability de-
fined in this study and for different scenario users.
Consistency is not included into the overarching criteria
within either proposal. Still, under the head of ‘argumentative
testability’,30 Grunwald [49] proposes to apply the principle of
consistency together with those of internal and external coher-
ence as well as three different types of transparency. Thus,
Grunwald’s proposal emphasizes the links between traceabil-
ity and consistency that have also been identified within this
study. Again, the criterion of consistency as defined in our
study is more specifically related to scenario methodologies,
not to futures studies in general. We recommend that the no-
tion of ‘coherence’ introduced by Grunwald, should be further
discussed and operationalized with regard to scenarios, too.
This re-consideration of the state of research emphasizes
again that the criteria developed within this study clearly fall
onto the side of scenario construction by futures research.
Integrated scenarios have ‘academic’ ambitions, namely to
develop exploratory and in part quantitative scenarios, also
for the use in further research. In new forms of integrated
scenario methodologies using CIB, this research orientation
even becomes more prominent than in classical SAS. In these
new forms, intuitive- narrative approaches to scenarios are
added or replaced by CIB, a systematic method with mathe-
matical foundations and academic credibility. In these ap-
proaches, the hybridity resulting from the combination of
29 In the German original BNachvollziehbarkeit^
30 In the German original Bargumentative Prüfbarkeit^
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two paradigmatically different components (i.e., qualitative
scenarios and numerical modeling and simulation) is weaker
than in SAS, as the degree of formalization is converging.
Thus, in sum, ‘academic’ quality criteria are considered ade-
quate to assess the quality of this type of scenarios (cf. also
[16]). They play a role with respect to their credibility, useful-
ness and acceptability from a futures research perspective .
Nevertheless, integrated scenario methodologies are also
intended and expected to support policy advice and decision
making – and the two criteria proposed in this paper do not
explicitly consider the practical perspective of the usability
and credibility of integrated scenarios beyond science and
research. Thus, scenario traceability and scenario consistency
can be considered necessary conditions to assess the quality of
integrated scenarios when these are used for thinking socio-
environmental futures among academic experts. Nevertheless,
we expect that they are contributing but are not sufficient to
support (external) users to assess whether and how to use
these integrated scenarios to develop policies and strategies.
Conclusion and avenues for further research
The general question of this paper was how to measure the
quality of integrated scenarios from a futures research perspec-
tive, i.e., how to assess and to compare the quality of different
forms of methodologies and their resulting scenarios. The
starting point was the diagnosis that integrated scenario meth-
odologies are especially challenged by meeting the standard of
traceability and by fulfilling their ‘promise of consistency.’ As
in the scenario literature, not much conceptual clarity was given
regarding these two criteria; scenario traceability and scenario
consistencyweremore precisely defined and operationalized by
distinguishing between different sub-dimensions and levels.
The paper shortly reported about the empirical applicationwith-
in two explorative case studies combining the systematic yet
qualitative cross-impact balance analysis (CIB) with simula-
tion. The empirical analysis showed that the criteria were useful
to illuminate whether, and on what dimensions and levels, these
new forms of integrated scenario methodologies do or do not
support scenario consistency and scenario traceability. The new
integrated scenario methodologies combining CIB with numer-
ical simulation do present some new answers for integrated
scenario methodologies. First, they propose tackling the trace-
ability challenge through the use of CIB as a shared conceptual
model. Second, they reverse the promise of consistency by
handing over the task of assuring internal consistency of qual-
itative scenarios from the numerical models to the CIB. Still,
both effects are not automatic, but rather depend on specific
factors and conditions within the design of the individual inte-
grated scenario methodologies. Overall, the empirical applica-
tion suggests that the two criteria as defined by this paper pro-
vide a small set of precise, distinct and empirically applicable
criteria of scenario quality that are appropriate and useful for
assessing scenario quality from a futures research perspective.
Considering limitations, this study was rather weak with
respect to empirical evidence on traceability and consistency
needs from different internal and external user groups.
Therefore, for further research, we recommend a systematic
analysis on who (modelers, scenario group, members, scenar-
io experts, different types of externals) needs to trace what at
what moment of the process, and what can remain black
boxed? And who needs what degree of consistency in what
situations? This could be supported by further empirical, but
also conceptual and theoretical work. Furthermore, the work-
ing definitions of scenario consistency and scenario traceabil-
ity provided by this study are work in progress. We recom-
mend strengthening these through theoretical sources not only
of scenario literature, but also through conceptual resources
available in fields such as modeling, cognition and communi-
cation research, philosophy and mathematics. Finally, further
research is needed to understand the relation of traceability
and consistency to additional quality criteria that influence
the practical usefulness and credibility of scenarios from a
policy advice oriented perspective.
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